
 

 

VTL AGENT 

Release Notes 
 

 

The VTL-Agent is software that resides on the Virtual Tape Library appliance.  It accepts 

a client connection using a proprietary protocol on port 5604.  Multiple clients can 

connect using this port.  The client can then request a list of the Virtual Tape Libraries 

defined on the appliance and register to monitor one of them.  

 

NOTE:  A valid VTL-Agent key is required for all releases of the Agent used to 

initiate commands on the VTL.  This includes commands to initiate export/imports 

of virtual tapes to/from physical tapes, copying virtual tapes to a remote server, and 

getting information for a list of virtual tapes.  Please contact DSI support or your 

DSI sales representative for information about getting a VTL-Agent key.  The 

reporting of events from the VTL does NOT require a license. 

 

If a command that requires a key is sent to the VTL-Agent and there is no key on 

the system the VTL-Agent will return an error. 

 

Release version 2.03.001 (04-26-18)  

 

Added a command to indicate at the top of a log file whether or not the copy of 

the Agent is licensed. 

 

Added the type 5, subtype 15 command (Change Virtual Tape Dedupe Policy) to 

enable adding a tape to a dedupe policy or removing a tape from a dedupe 

policy.  See the VTL Agent Documentation for usage information. 

 

Added the type 5, subtype 16 command (Run a Deduplication Policy) to enable 

remote triggering of a deduplication policy execution.   See the VTL 

Agent Documentation for usage information. 

 

Release version 2.02.037 (03-05-18) – It was discovered that using the new command to 

get event log messages for a specified time span when there were NO messages in 

that time caused a segmentation fault when referencing a null pointer.  This is 

resolved with a check of the pointer before it is used. 

 

Release version 2.02.036 (02/14/18) – New command implemented. 

 A new command is implemented to allow the client software to request the event 

log messages from a specified time span instead of just getting the current 

messages approximately every 30 seconds. This command is type 2, subtype 18 

and requires a parameter of a start date/time string in the form of 



YYYYMMDDhhmmss.  A second optional parameter is an end time in the same 

format.  If the end time is NOT included the current time less 3 seconds is used. 

 

   A change to the way the Agent gets the event log after it has been inoperative for 

an extended period of time has also been included.  An Agent configuration file is 

written when the program is normally terminated that includes the last time the 

event log was retrieved.  If the server crashes or the Agent hasn’t been running for 

an extended amount of time the saved value can be a VERY long time in the past.  

This can cause a very large number of event log messages to be retrieved and sent 

to the client.  The majority of them tend to be of NO importance to the current 

running of the system.  Now when the configuration file is read if the previous 

time value is more than an hour old, it will be changed to be one hour before the 

current time. 

  

 A timing issue was discovered that allowed the Agent to “think” the geteventlog 

command was completed before it actually finished.  So the flag that indicates the 

geteventlog command has completed is now removed BEFORE the script to get 

the event log data is called.  Previously this was done in the script itself. 

 

 Changed the move virtual tape and move physical tape commands to have a 

specified time out instead of the default which was 30 MINUTES.  Moving a 

virtual tape timeout is now 20 seconds and 5 minutes for a physical tape. 

 

 Also changed from using the default timeout of 30 minutes to 5 minutes for the 

eject physical tape command.  

 

Release version 2.02.36b (diagnostic release) – Process change 

 The method used to get the event log has been changed.  It now rotates the output 

gathered through several files.  This will allow capturing the output instead of 

using the same file which destroyed previous output.  This is being done as it 

appeared that some instances of the process to get the event log messages would 

return messages from a previous command.  This caused important events to be 

missed.  This is also being made configurable.  The file 

/usr/local/agent/conf/Agent.conf can change the value for MaxEventLogCnt to a 

value that will keep that stated number of files containing the output of the 

geteventlog command.  NOTE: the geteventlog command is run about every 30 

seconds, so half of the number noted would approximate the number of minutes 

of the event log kept.  I.E.  if it is set as “MaxEventLogCnt = 200”, approximately 

100 minutes or one hour and 40 minutes would be kept.  

 

Release version 2.02.035 (TBD) – Feature add 

 A command to get the list of Dedupe Policies has been added.  This is a type: 2, 

subtype: 17.  It returns a list of Deduplication Policies including the name and ID 

of the policies.  The command to create a virtual tape (type: 5, subtype: 2) has 

been enhanced to allow a policy name to be included.  When the tape is created it 

will then be added to the indicated policy.  The message returned to the client will 



include the VID of the tape added to the dedupe policy.  If the tape is successfully 

created but adding it to the policy fails, the VID of the created tape will not be 

returned.  If the policy name sent in the command is “DEFAULT” the first policy 

listed by the VTL the created tape will be used.  If no policy name is included the 

tape will not be added to any policy. 

 

Release version 2.02.034 (09-18-17) – Bug fix 

 For some reason the script added in 2.02.033 that included the option to overwrite 

the output file for the iscon command did NOT always do that.  This caused data 

from the previous issuing of the command to be processed.  IF this had been 

consistent it wouldn’t have been a problem.  BUT occasionally the output file 

would contain the current command output.  This caused messages that the client 

was waiting for to be missed.  The script was changed to delete the previous 

output file, wait one second, then issue the command.  NOTE: version 2.02.033 

was only installed at one customer.  Since it was sent to a customer a new version 

is being created that has the new script. 

 

Release version 2.02.033 (08-19-17) – Bug fix 

 This was a diagnostic release.  It is superseded by 2.02.034.  It included a script 

that will gather log and iscon output files in a compressed tar file.  It is linked to 

/usr/sbin so the command “GetAgentLogs” can be issued and the file 

“AgentLogs-<date>-<time>.tar.gz2” will be created under the /usr/local/agent 

directory. 

 

Release version 2.02.032 (07-20-17) – Bug fix 

 A client sent a command that had stray characters before the expected header.  

This was just thrown away and no error was returned.  A fix has been included 

that now scans the incoming data to attempt to find the start of a legitimate 

command packet.  If it is found, the extraneous characters are thrown away and 

the command is processed. 

 It was found that if a client goes down without closing the socket connection, that 

connection will remain open indefinitely.  Code has been added to use the TCP 

KEEP ALIVE functionality.  This is done on a per socket basis on the socket that 

is connected to the client.  The KEEP ALIVE functionality sends a network 

packet to the client socket that doesn’t contain any data.  It is just used to get an 

“ACK” signal from the client socket.  The system default is to do this after 2 

hours of no activity on the socket.  The Agent sets the time to wait to 2 minutes.  

If an ACK is NOT received in that time, a packet is sent every 12 seconds up to 6 

times.  If no “ACK” is received the port is closed.  The next recv on the socket 

returns an error and the Agent will close its side of the connection. 

 A script to uninstall the VTL-Agent, RemoveAgent, has been added.  This will 

remove links to the Agent scripts and then remove all files under the 

/usr/local/agent directory.  This is installed in the /usr/local/agent/scripts 

directory.  It ONLY needs to be run if the removal of the VTL-Agent is desired. 

 The Agent script used to stop and start the VTL-Agent has been modified to 

check if the environmental variable ISHOME is set.  This is done by the VTL 



software but if the Agent is started before the VTL software is fully operational it 

can be empty.  This caused the error “/bin/iscon.fs file not found” The Agent 

script now sources the file to set the environmental variables before it starts the 

VTL-Agent program. 

 The VTL-Agent redirects the output of iscon commands to files.  If an error 

occurs sometimes the output file contains information that can indicate what the 

error is.  However, these files will be overwritten the next time the same iscon 

command is issued.  A script has been added that is intended to be called 

internally by the Agent to copy the output file to a directory in the VTL-Agent 

directory tree.  It will keep a configurable number of these error files that can be 

used to help diagnose a problem.    

 At some sites the command the Agent uses to get the Event Log messages is 

taking over 60 seconds to return.  If a command was sent from the client during 

this time it would not be processed until the Event Log messages were processed.  

This could cause some commands to timeout.  The client software would consider 

them to have NOT been run.  With this release a different method is initiated that 

does NOT have the Agent program wait for the command to return.  Instead the 

command is initiated and the Agent checks for it to complete and then processes 

the generated messages.  This allows other requests to be processed while the 

command to get these messages runs. 

 

Release version 2.02.32 – This was a diagnostic version.  It will not be released. 

 

Release version 2.02.031 (03-17-17) – Bug fix 

 A client was attempting to open more than 256 connections.  The number of 

clients that are allowed to connect is 256.  The initial communication was getting 

an error returned but it did NOT contain an error message.  This is now corrected 

and a return status indicating an error and an error message are now returned. 

 In testing it was found the method to determine if the fail over address should be 

used when finding information about a tape was not correct.  The correct method 

is now being used.  

 

Release version 2.02.030 (12-15-16) – Bug fix 

 A buffer was being reused so that it no longer contained the correct filename 

when it was used to copy the output file name for the command to get the contents 

of the virtual vault.  This has been corrected. 

 A temporary file was opened for reading.  If there was an error finding a 

requested string, the procedure searching for it would return an error.  IF debug 

was turned on the command to close the temporary file was not executed.  Over 

time this could cause the max number of open files to be exceeded.  The error 

return has been moved to occur after the close of the file. 

 

Release version 2.02.029 (12-02-16) – Bug fix 

 The command to import a virtual tape from a physical tape (created using the 

export a single virtual tape to a physical one) returned the input data minus a 

trailing comma.  This caused the parsing routine on the MCP client to not 



properly detect the command was successfully started.  As such it did not look for 

the Event Log message for the import job.  Then when the job completed no 

notification was forwarded to the calling program.  This fix now sends the trailing 

comma to the returned message for the import of a non-stacked tape. 

 

Release version 2.02.028 (Included in 2.02.029) – enhancement 

 Commands to perform test mode promote and test mode demote have been added 

to the VTL-Agent.  The command to do the promote requires the Replica ID.  So  

a command to get the Replica ID of a replica tape was added.  These commands 

are designed to be run on the system that has the replica.  NOTE:  the network 

connection HAS to be operational to the source system for the promote and 

demote commands to work.  During the testing of these command it was noticed 

that the command to get information about a tape (type: 2, subtype: 5) would fail 

because a parent library was not found.  The command will now continue but 

return the parent library field as “Not Found” 

 

Release version 2.02.027 (07-07-16) – enhancement 

 The command to import a virtual tape from a physical tape will now accept 

“ANY” for the slot destination.   It does this by finding the first empty slot and 

using that for the destination in the command sent to the VTL. 

 

Release version 2.02.026 (02-10-16) – bug fix 

 The fix in 2.02.025 did not completely fix the issue of media types for an IBM 

drive.  This change will allow for the current defined media types PLUS the 

previous two (Read/Write back one, Read back two.)  It also resolves a problem 

with incorrectly adding characters to a barcode in a list to be exported with 

stacking.  The option of using “ANY” as the parameter for the VSLOT tag in the 

command to import a virtual tape from a physical one has been added.  Included 

the check to see if the attached backend library is ACSLS attached and/or the 

VTL software is running down level 5.21.  Both of these conditions cause a 

problem with getting the current inventory of the attached physical library.  

Specifically the memory copy of stack tape contents would disappear.  Resolving 

this, i.e. updating the data in memory, required restarting the VTL comm module 

or scanning one of the stacked physical tapes. 

 

Release version 2.02.025 (01-12-16) – bug fix 

 It was found that a Virtual Library defined as an IBM 3500 series WITH drives of 

type TS11xx will append a media type of JA, JB, or JC to ALL virtual barcodes.   

A request to move a virtual tape would fail when the 6 character barcode is sent in 

the command.  With this release the Agent will add the appropriate barcode suffix 

to the call to perform the requested action. 

 

Release version 2.02.024 (01-04-16) – bug fix 

 If the contents of an attached physical library have changed that is not reflected in 

the response to the VTL command to get the contents of that library.  This release 

now issues a command to update the VTL’s memory copy of the physical 



library’s inventory.  This results in the current physical library inventory being 

returned to the client when it requests the list of physical tapes in that library. 

 

Release version 2.02.023 (12-03-15) - General release 

 If a remote tape copy command fails due to a network error, the VTL sometimes 

leaves replication turned on.  This causes a subsequent attempt to copy the virtual 

tape to a remote server to fail when it attempts to set replication.  A parameter has 

been added to trigger a command to be sent to remove replication for the tape to 

be copied before attempting the tape copy command.   Also, options are added to 

the tape copy request that allow for turning encryption and compression for the 

copy on or off.  These are mutually exclusive as attempting to compress an 

encrypted stream actually can make it larger.  All three of these new parameters 

are optional.  The default is to turn compression ON. 

 

Release version 2.02.022  (08-18-15)  - General release 

 A problem was found during certification of a new physical library   If a new tape 

(not written to by the VTL software) is mounted without using the VTL GUI the 

barcode of the mounted tape will not be known.  This caused the routine parsing 

the information about the physical library to not have a string the Agent searched 

for in the output of the iscon command.   A write to a NULL pointer was 

attempted causing a SIGSEGV (segmentation fault) and a core dump.  This is 

corrected in this release. 

 Testing of this new library also revealed that it would ONLY recognize a tape that 

included the media type on the label by the entire 8 character barcode.   This was 

the normal 6 character barcode plus the 2 character media type.  Previous libraries 

had the option to turn off the reporting of the media type.  Furthermore commands 

to use a tape in this library required that the entire 8 character barcode be used.  

Since our VTL client software only recognizes a 6 character barcode this required 

substantial changes to the VTL-Agent.  The Agent now keeps a record of all tapes 

in an attached physical library.   This record includes the 6 character barcode that 

is reported to the client and the 8 character barcode.  This allows the client 

software to continue to use a 6 character barcode that gets converted to one that 

the physical library will recognize. 

 A problem had been reported that the last physical tape in a library was not being 

reported for an inventory command or for the list of virtual tapes on all stacked 

tapes.  Since all of the routines that get information about the contents of an 

attached physical library had to be rewritten this issue is also resolved. 

 Testing showed that if a physical tape is mounted when the report to get the 

virtual tapes on that tape is run, NO virtual tapes are shown.  If this happens the 

Agent will return the “PHYSICALTAPEnn=<tape barcode>,ENDTAPEnn”.  

NOTE: there will not be the VIRTAPEBC=”list of virtual tapes” in the response 

as NO virtual tapes were reported even though the physical tape is reported as 

being a stacked tape.   

 VTL release 8.1 and 8.2 did NOT overwrite an output file for the command to get 

the event log.  This caused event log messages that had been sent to be sent again.  



Instead of waiting for this to be fixed code was added to the Agent to remove the 

output file after it was processed. 

 A problem was reported that if a virtual tape was still on a virtual drive when the 

remote copy command is issued, it will fail with an error code 2.   The routine that 

issues the command will now wait half a second then issue the command again.  

This will be done a maximum of 6 times over 3 seconds.  IF the tape copy 

command still gets the error 2, the error is returned to the client. 

 

Release version 2.02.021  (03-04-15)  - General release 

 Version 2.02.020 is being withdrawn.  The command to list the tapes from the 

temporary tape data base to a file did not complete before the Agent starts to parse 

the file to find the virtual tape’s barcode.  This only became apparent when a large 

number (over 10,000) of virtual tapes have been created.  This release has been 

tested with over 64,000 tapes defined on a VTL server.  Also, a tag in the file was 

not in the VTL 5.2 release.  Code has been added to correctly search for the end 

of the file if the expected tag is NOT present. 

 

Release version 2.02.020  (01-31-15)  - General release 

 Version 2.02.019 is being withdrawn.  A file was not being closed when the 

routine was finished with it.   The only change for version 2.02.02 is adding the 

code to close a file when the routine that created it completes.   This was a 

problem as the OS will only allow a program to have a maximum of 1024 files 

open.   

 

Release version 2.02.19  (01-23-15)  - General release 

 It has further been determined that the problem of the temporary tape database 

disappearing could also be triggered by the command to get information about a 

tape (the CLI command “iscon getvdevlist”) using the parameter “-B <tape 

barcode>”.  This release changes the method of getting information about 

individual virtual tapes to not use this command/parameter combination.   During 

the course of implementing this change it was found that the basic assumption 

that the VTL server would only allow ONE instance of a tape barcode was not 

being enforced.  Only one instance of a barcode can exist in a virtual library, but 

the virtual vault may contain multiple tapes with the same barcode.  This release 

will now treat any command that gets information about or performs an action on 

a virtual tape in the following manner. 

a. If only one tape with the requested barcode exists on the VTL server – 

that tape will be used. 

b. If one tape in a virtual library and one or more tapes in the virtual vault 

all have the same barcode – The virtual tape in the virtual library the 

client has registered to monitor will be used. 

c. No tapes in the virtual library the client is monitoring exist and 

MULTIPLE tapes with the same barcode are in the virtual vault – an 

error is returned as the VTL-Agent cannot determine which tape 

should be used from the tape barcode. 



 This maintains the results seen in the previous release of the VTL-Agent.  The 

commands to move a virtual tape, set virtual tape properties, delete a virtual tape 

and copy a virtual tape can be used with the VID of the tape instead of the tape’s 

barcode.  To get the VIDs of tapes with the same barcode the command to get the 

information about a list of tapes by barcode can be used with the barcode in 

question by itself, or in a list of other tape barcodes.  One of the fields returned for 

each tape include its VID and location.  The VID for the desired tape can be used 

in the above commands.   

  

 Several reports generated by the VTL software that are used by the VTL-Agent 

had the format of their output changed in the VTL release 8.1.  This caused 

problems when the VTL-Agent parsed these reports to gather the data it collects 

and returns to its clients.  The Agent now will correctly get the information it 

needs for VTL releases 7.5 and 8.1. 

 

Release version 2.02.18  (12-23-14)  - General release 

 A problem occurred where the VTL GUI no longer showed the contents of the 

virtual libraries or the virtual vault.  FalconStor responded that they could NOT 

determine WHAT was making the display of tapes disappear.  This was also a 

problem for the Agent as the iscon commands to get the contents of the vault and 

information about individual tapes would not return the requested data.  

FalconStor said that the problem appeared to be caused by issuing the 

movevirtualtape command using the –B <tape Barcode> parameter.  They 

indicated that using the –v <tape VID> instead would prevent this problem.   So 

the Agent code has been changed so that if the client program sends the move 

virtual tape command using the barcode of the tape, it gets the VID of the tape 

and issues the command using the –v <VID> syntax. 

 The issue of the IBM 9 cart library returning extraneous non-printable characters 

for the barcode of a tape that does NOT have an internal label is addressed by 

converting the non-printable characters to six dashes (“------“ ) instead.  This is 

then interpreted Library Manager as an illegal barcode and ignored.   This 

prevents the error message that “unexpected property” was found from being 

logged.  Normal processing will continue. 

 

Release version 2.02.18b (09-26-14) Testing at ONE site 

 The Agent had been printing the contents of the data to be send and then the 

contents of the buffer it had sent in response to a request for the virtual vault 

contents.  For a site that has a large number of virtual tapes in the vault this 

caused the Agent log to roll and fill the max number of logs within a few hours.   

This causes a problem getting diagnostic data for a problem that could happen 

during night processing.  This release disables printing the buffers showing what 

is being sent to the client for this command.  Added a check to determine how 

many messages were in the queue to be sent to the client.  If a thresh hold is 

exceeded, multiple messages are sent in an attempt to have them be more timely.  

A bug was found that an IBM 9-cart random access autoloader would return 

unprintable characters if an unlabeled  tape was on a drive when an inventory of 



the physical library was performed.  This is now detected and six dashes (“------“) 

are returned as the barcode of that tape.   This is an illegal barcode and is detected 

as such by Library Manager. 

  

Release version 2.02.017 (07-14-14) 

 The error flag implemented in release 2.02.016 was being checked in a place in 

the code that inadvertently caused the error message to NOT be sent.  This release 

changes how the flag is checked and now returns the error message. 

 

Release version 2.02.016 (05-14-14) 

 When certain CLI commands to the VTL returned an error the Agent was 

checking a buffer to determine if an error had occurred.  This resulted in an 

attempt to access memory that had not been allocated and causes a segmentation 

fault and core dump.  Implemented a flag to indicate an error has occurred instead 

of depending on the contents of an error buffer. 

 

Release version 2.02.015 (04-30-14 ) 

 The command to import a single virtual tape from a stacked tape was found to 

erroneously add a ‘:’ to the option of selecting the barcode to import, with the 

requested new barcode and the slot number to place the new virtual tape 

(“oldbarcode:newbarcode:slot#:” instead of “oldbarcode:newbarcode:slot#”) 

which caused the command to return and error. 

 A customer running VTL (software version 5.21) reported a problem that the 

stacked status of all of the physical tapes in an ACSLS attached physical library 

would change to ‘NO’.   This also caused the report requesting the list of all 

stacked tapes and their contents to report that there were NO stacked tapes in the 

library.  Any attempt to import a staked tape would then fail.  It was found that 

this was the result of an inventory of the physical library being run.  The VTL-

Agent would issue the inventory command in several cases to ensure that the 

contents of the physical library were up to date before issuing a command (i.e. 

getting the list of stacked tapes, reporting the tapes in the physical library, issuing 

an import of a physical tape in the library, etc.)  This version of the VTL-Agent 

will NOT issue the inventory of the physical library for those commands IF the 

VTL software is running version 5.21 AND the physical library uses ACSLS or 

Library Station to control it.  NOTE: If an inventory of an ACSLS attached 

physical library is run the correct status of ALL stacked tapes will be corrected by 

doing a SCAN of a single stacked tape. 

 A customer reported that issuing the command to the Agent to get the status of all 

Import/Export job IDs returned the incorrect information.  The cause of this was 

that there were NO job IDs to report.  Instead of reporting this fact the message 

received by the Agent was returned.  This release corrects this. 

 

Release version 2.02.014 (01-24-14) 

 The command to get the inventory of the physical library added so the list of 

virtual tapes on a stacked tape will be correct.  There had been a problem where 

the physical tape was NOT showing up in the list of tapes in the physical library. 



  

Release version 2.02.013 (01-14-14) 

 A problem was reported that the command to get the contents of a single physical 

tape barcode.  It appears that the VTL does not immediately update the physical 

tape database when an export has finished.  The output of the command to get the 

virtual tapes on a single physical tape showed the requested tape in the upper 

portion of the report, but the field that SHOULD have the physical barcode before 

listing the contents may have been blank.  This caused the Agent to return the 

field “PHYTAPE<n>=” to be blank instead of the barcode of the physical tape. 

 This version adds the command to issue an inventory of the physical library 

before requesting the contents of the physical tape(s).  According to the 

developers of the VTL software this should cause an update of the physical tape 

database. 

 

 

Release version 2.02.013 (10-15-13  Only to one site.) 

 A problem was reported that the command to return the contents of the stacked 

physical tapes in an attached backed library was ONLY returning the contents of 

the first stacked tape.  It appears that this command had been working before the 

installation of VTL patch is737557vtl.  This patch made a change to the output of 

the command used to get the contents of the stacked tapes.  The Agent would then 

quit processing the data after it had found the contents of the first physical tape 

listed. 

 

Release version 2.02.012 (08-15-13) 

 The VTL software does NOT automatically update what it has for the contents of 

an attached physical library when the contents change.  A command to get the 

current contents of the physical library has to be issued.  This inventory command 

to do the update is now added to the routine that gets the list of tapes in an 

attached physical library so that the data returned to the client will reflect the up 

to date contents of the requested physical library.  An internal buffer has been 

enlarged so that the Agent can report up to 64,000 barcodes in the vault.  

Previously an error would be returned if more than 10,649 tapes were present. 

 

Release version 2.02.011 (05-29-13) 

 Customers using B and L tape management software are having the VTL-Agent 

log roll too often with DEBUG turned on.  This is due to that software keeping 

the majority of virtual tapes in the virtual vault.  This caused the Agent in debug 

mode to print the current AND previous lists of the vault contents to the log.  

Each list can contain several thousand tapes.  Since it is impractical for a human 

to compare two lists each containing so many tapes the lists will no longer be 

written to the log.  IF it is required the Agent.conf file can be edited and DEBUG 

set to 11.  By doing this the lists will be printed in the log. 

 

 There was an error in the logic to check if the contents of the virtual vault had 

changed.  It ALWAYS would return that the vault had changed even if it had 



NOT.  This would cause the TapeManager client to then unnecessarily request the 

contents of the vault.  This is now corrected. 

 

 It was found that if there was an error parsing the output file from the command to 

get the contents of physical tapes in the attached backend library the file was NOT 

closed when the error was returned.  This is fixed and the file in question is now 

copied to the Agent log directory with the request id as a suffix. 

 

 It was found that an error while getting information about a specific barcode 

would cause an error exit from the procedure without closing the file TapeData-X. 

 This is now corrected. 

  

 If the createvirtualtape command is issued for a barcode that is NOT in the range 

of the parent library, an error 8 is returned to the client.  The error returned when 

this happens is now changed to indicate that the barcode was out of range for the 

library. 

 

Release version 2.02.010 (04-25-13) 

 A problem occurred for an import of a stacked tape where the VTL returned an 

error indicating that the physical tape was NOT a stacked tape when in fact 

several virtual volumes had been stacked to it.  The resolution is to do an 

inventory of the physical library.  At that point the VTL will “see” the physical 

tape as being a stacked tape and imports will work.  This release of the Agent 

checks the return from the importstackedtape command for the return code of 

235.  If that is the error returned, an inventory of the physical library is issued and 

the import command reissued.  If this second attempt to import virtual volumes 

from the physical tape fails, or the inventory command fails, an error is returned. 

 

 

Release version 2.02.009 (02-28-13) 

 A problem was discovered when a customer attempted an Export with stacking 

command with a large number of virtual tapes.  The cause was due to the network 

breaking up the command buffer into smaller units (the MTU of the Network 

Interface Card which is a default of 1500 bytes) and the Agent not handling the 

reassembly of more than three blocks correctly.  Now an 8KB buffer is correctly 

assembled.  Testing was successful when transmitting over 9500 bytes being 

reassembled from 1460 byte blocks correctly. 

 

Release version 2.02.008 (02-14-13) 

 A customer could not get the list of virtual tapes from the vault.  Instead they got 

a message that there were too many tapes in the vault to track and that the max 

was 2457.  This was caused by the customer having more than this number of 

tapes in the vault.  They plan on keeping the majority of their tapes in the vault 

and moving ones to the virtual library as needed.  The change in this version 

allows over 10,000 tapes to be in the vault and reported to the client.  This was 

done by increasing the size of an internal buffer. 



 

Release version 2.02.007 (02-01-13) 

 Log messages indicating that an export job had completed were not being picked 

up by the Agent issuing a geteventlog command with a time range parameter.  

Analyzing the Agent log showed that the geteventlog command was taking 2 or 

three seconds to return.  The time used to record that the log had been read was 

gotten after this.  This time stamp is used as the starting point for the next call to 

get the event log messages.  Therefore there could be a 2 second gap every 30 

seconds when no messages would be “seen”.  If the export job completed message 

was written during this time it would not be sent to the client.  The code change 

now uses the previous end time plus 1 second for the start time of the next call to 

get event log messages thus eliminating any gap. 

 

Release version 2.02.006 (01-22-13) 

 A flag indicating that a system was in a failover state was not correctly updated 

for the virtual libraries.  This caused a Move Virtual Tape command to fail.  

Corrected by using a global flag to indicate the fail over status. 

 

Release version 2.02.005 (12-05-12) 

 The get contents of the vault was not working correctly during a failover.  Found 

that the list of vault contents for the failover system was not being correctly 

updated.  This caused an error stating that a tape that WAS in the vault was NOT.  

Corrected the code to updat the correct internal list for a failed over system.    

 

Release version 2.02.004 (11-20-12) 

 Remove the flush command after every write to the log file.  Also the byte count 

will no longer be written in each line.  These were put in to track a problem at a 

specific account.  That problem has been resolved.  Added code for all of the 

commands that relate to Physical Libraries attached to the backend of a VTL.  

Previously it was considered that the connection to the physical library would 

NOT follow to the failover system.  Now, a connection via a Fibre Channel 

switch can be assumed by the system taking over operations during a failover.  

Commands for physical libraries are now sent using the Failover IP for the server 

if necessary.  If the physical library cannot be accessed during a failover an error 

will be returned. 

 

Release version 2.02.003 (08-27-12) 

 This adds a new command that allows a client to change the name of a virtual 

tape.  Currently the default is “Virtual Tape-nnnnn” with nnnnn being the last 5 

digits of the tape’s Virtual Id (VID).  This command will allow for this to be 

changed to something more meaningful to a human.  Customers have requested 

that this be changed to match the virtual tape’s barcode.  This will be a type 5, 

subtype 12 command. 

 It was discovered that the CLIENT KEY in monitoring messages was left justified 

and blank filled.  Other messages send this information right justified and zero 

filled.  Changed to right justified and zero filled to be consistent.  08-20-12 



 

Release version 2.02.002 (07-19-12) 

 This adds a field to the Handshake message returned for the type: 1 subtype: 1 

command.  This is to indicate if the VTL-Agent has validated a license key and is 

allowed to execute the licensed commands.  This is “LICENSED=TRUE” or 

“LICENSED=FALSE” if it is running in Version 1.xx.yyy mode. I.E. the 

customer has not purchased a license.  It also contains the fix generated for 

release 2.01.033 to properly handle a double quote in a string of virtual tape 

volumes stacked on a physical tape when the string approaches the size of an 

internal buffer.  This triggers allocation of a new buffer. 

 

Release version 2.02.001 (06-01-12) (NOTE: This was NOT released to customers.) 

 This is a release with new functionality.  It can be used without a license key for 

the commands that get information about a VTL system.  The commands that 

were added for the version 2.01.014 and above will still require a VTL-Agent 

license key be validated and remain on the system.  If a client issues a command 

that requires a license the response will be an error message. 

 A new packet version is enabled in this release.  This allows additional 

information to be returned for commands that request information about a tape.  

This includes the size the virtual tape uses on the VTL system, its creation and 

modification times and the available information about its replication status.  See 

the VTL-Agent 2.02.000 Design Doc for details on implementing this new packet 

version. 

 


